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Abstract

Background  Documentation burden, defined as the need to complete unnecessary documentation elements in the electronic health record (EHR), is significant for nurses and contributes to decreased time with patients as well as burnout. Burden increases when new documentation elements are added, but unnecessary elements are not systematically identified and removed.

Objectives  Reducing the burden of nursing documentation during the inpatient admission process was a key objective for a group of nurse experts who collaboratively identified essential clinical data elements to be documented by nurses in the EHR.

Methods  Twelve health care organizations used a data-driven process to evaluate inpatient admission assessment data elements to identify which elements were consistently deemed essential to patient care. Processes used for the twelve organizations to reach consensus included identifying: (1) data elements that were truly essential, (2) which data elements were explicitly required during the admission process, and (3) data elements that must be documented by a registered nurse (RN).

Result  The result was an Admission Patient History Essential Clinical Dataset (APH ECD) that reduced the amount of admission documentation content by an average of 48.5%. Early adopters experienced an average reduction of more than two minutes per admission history documentation session and an average reduction in clicks of more than 30%.

Conclusion  The creation of the essential clinical dataset is an example of combining evidence from nursing practice within the EHR with a set of predefined guiding principles to decrease documentation burden for nurses. Establishing essential documentation components for the adult admission history and intake process ensures the efficient use of bedside nurses’ time by collecting the right (necessary) information collected by the right person at the right time during the patient’s hospital stay. Determining essential elements also provides a framework for mapping components to national standards to facilitate shareable and comparable nursing data.
Background

Documentation burden is significant for nurses and contributes to decreased time with patients as well as clinician burnout.\textsuperscript{1} A recent systematic review suggests that documentation efficiencies are gained in the first weeks after health care IT (HIT) implementation, but documentation burden increases with the longer time HIT systems are in place.\textsuperscript{2} A contributor to documentation burden over time may be that while new documentation requirements are frequently added, unnecessary elements are rarely systematically identified and removed.\textsuperscript{3} Further, as the profession closest to patients, nurses may be perceived as the logical user group to which documentation requirements are added. Rarely is an analysis conducted to determine whether documentation could be accomplished by another member of the health care team, leaving more time for nurses to spend providing patient care. The acute care admission process is a significant event in the patient care episode. Specific documentation is necessary to plan and execute nursing care, but too much documentation does not add value to the care team.

This article describes a process for simplifying documentation requirements during the acute care inpatient admission process by creating a minimally required dataset. The process is vendor-neutral and can be applied across settings. The resulting dataset was tested for feasibility by early adopter organizations. In addition to describing the process to create the minimized dataset, we report pre- and post-implementation metrics for early adopters and provide suggested best practices for simplifying datasets used in other aspects of clinical care.

Significance of the Problem

Nurses are the largest end-users of electronic documentation systems in health care. The burden of collecting data and information through nursing documentation takes time away from patient care and leads to nurse burnout.\textsuperscript{4} Literature suggests that nurses spend as much as 50% of their day performing administrative tasks, including interacting with the medical record.\textsuperscript{5} Redundant documentation and regulatory requirements contribute to documentation burden,\textsuperscript{6} defined as the completion of unnecessary documentation elements in the electronic health record (EHR).\textsuperscript{7} In an era where nurse leaders must demonstrate the value of nursing care to patient outcomes, it is more important than ever that data generated by nurses are useful in telling the patient story and highlight the unique contribution of nurses to that story. Clinical informatics teams representing clinical end-users and EHR vendors are required key partners with nursing operations leaders in reducing documentation burden to visualize the value of nursing care to patient outcomes.

National HIT organizations recommend the use of standard terminologies and datasets to facilitate HIT interoperability\textsuperscript{8} and various terminologies exist that support nursing practice, but none have been widely deployed.\textsuperscript{9} To adopt HIT standards, nursing professionals must decide which data points are necessary for inclusion in the context of patient care, what documentation falls in the scope of nursing practice, and what required data could be documented by another member of the health care team. A large EHR vendor, in collaboration with informatics and nursing practice experts, created an essential clinical dataset of components required when nurses admit an adult patient in an acute care setting; the dataset is referred to as the Admission Patient History Essential Clinical Dataset (APH ECD).

Objectives and Purpose Statement

The primary purpose of the essential clinical dataset initiative was to systematically reduce the amount of patient data gathered and recorded by nurses during the inpatient acute care admission process, as well as increase nursing satisfaction due to a decrease in documentation burden. Aspects of the physical assessment were considered out of scope for this project. Physical assessment occurs at various times during an inpatient stay; therefore, physical assessment essential data are to be determined by a future work team. A secondary purpose of the initiative was to create and evaluate the feasibility of a dataset that can be operationalized across settings and mapped to existing terminology standards to facilitate shareable and comparable nursing documentation data.

Project Setting

The EHR vendor organized a diverse group of client organizations, who varied in hospital size, type (community or academic), and geographic location, referred to as an APH ECD Collaborative. The twelve APH ECD Collaborative organizations accounted for approximately 46,000 acute care beds and 192 hospitals in the United States, including academic health systems, integrated delivery networks (IDN), and one community hospital. Each organization identified a key decision-maker who was either a Chief Nursing Officer or a Chief Nursing Informatics Officer. Each collaborative organization formed an internal team to support the work, selecting participants as needed. Facility and system team members included bedside nurses, nursing analysts, and nursing informatics specialists. The APH ECD Collaborative was launched in June 2016 and met monthly for 2 years via virtual meetings, augmented by semiannual face to face meetings.

Methods

Nurses working at the top of their license while documenting patient care was a vital aspect of the methodology. As the American Nurses Association Principle for Nursing Documentation states, “\textit{nurses should aim to ensure that critical and necessary data and information are documented while avoiding duplicative documentation. To do so, nurses need to understand the forces and other factors that shape the requirements of practice-specific documentation.}”\textsuperscript{9} The collaborative determined that the data considered for inclusion must be essential
for collection by the RN during the admission process to ensure alignment with this guiding principle.

**Development of an APH ECD**
Along with the guiding principles, the collaborative members considered three criteria to assess whether data elements were essential for nursing to document during the admission process. Data elements meeting any or all the following criteria were determined for the essential clinical dataset: (1) the data element was evidence-based, (2) the data element was nursing practice-based, meaning the majority of collaborative members documented the element during patient admission and (3) U.S. federal regulatory agencies required the data element.

As a first step, the collaborative members performed a literature search to review the evidence with terms such as “data elements required to be collected by nursing at the time of inpatient admission” and found no evidence to support specific requirements that RNs must collect any particular data at the time of admission intake history. Lack of evidence supported the notion that some data elements currently documented at admission could be documented at another time. The literature search pertained to admission history content only; evidence related to outcomes was outside of scope for this collaborative. Although evidence was not found for specific content of inpatient adult admission history, the members of the collaborative felt that reviewing existing evidence should remain a part of the process in developing any essential clinical dataset.

Following the literature review, 3 months of admission history data were extracted from the EHR databases of the 12 collaborative organizations. A review of the list of admission history data elements provided evidence from nursing practice. The following steps were applied to compare the datasets to determine the frequency and utilization of the data elements in the admission history:

1. A side by side comparison of all 12 datasets was completed to determine which data elements were in common among them.
2. Frequency was defined as eight or more of the clients having the data element available for use in documentation.
3. Utilization was defined as the actual number of times the data element was documented.
4. From this comparison, the frequency that each data element appeared in common was calculated. For example, some data elements were in common among several datasets, and others were in common more frequently. Consensus for the data element was reached if data elements were present in eight or more datasets.
5. Average utilization was calculated from the number of times the data element was documented, divided by the number of times the data element was available.

**Reviewing Regulatory Requirements**
The members of the collaborative engaged an objective, external consulting company with expertise in the standards for the following regulatory agencies: The Joint Commission (TJC), Det Norske Veritas, and Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. The members of the collaborative participated in an 8-hour in-service with the consultants related to the standards for adult inpatient admission history information. The collaborative members then evaluated the dataset against the standards criteria. The collaborative confirmed 27 of the data elements applied to the standards that must be collected at admission. The collaborative then shared the findings with the external consultants, who, in turn, validated that the assessment of those 27 data elements was appropriate.

**Determination of the Essential Clinical Dataset**
By completing the entire process described above, the collaborative created an APH ECD that was evidence, regulatory, and practice based. Table 1 identifies the data elements deemed essential for intake during the admission process.

**Feasibility Evaluation**
Early-adopter organizations evaluated the feasibility of the APH ECD by measuring quantitative outcomes. Metrics associated with the amount of time nurses spent documenting the admission history were assessed using EHR system timers and event logs. The EHR system logs also provided the total number of clicks expended during the completion of the new documentation form. Outcomes included pre- and 30 days post-implementation measures of:

- The number of required data elements documented. Distinct data elements on the acute inpatient admission history electronic form(s) were compared between baseline and post-implementation of the APH ECD.
  1. The time required to complete admission documentation. The EHR system timers calculated the total time to complete a new documentation form in minutes and seconds.
  2. The number of required clicks. The EHR event logs summarized the total number of clicks expended during the completion of the new documentation form.

If the total amount of documentation content was reduced, the collaborative members expected to see a reduction in both the amount of time and number of clicks required to complete a documentation session for an adult acute inpatient admission history, reducing documentation burden.

**Results**

**Documentation Content**
The findings in the number of data elements across the group of early adopters ranged from an increase of 5.1% of data elements to a reduction of 90.9% data elements, with an average reduction in data elements for the entire cohort of 48.5%; findings are illustrated in Fig. 1.

**Documentation Time**
Fig. 2 illustrates the average time to complete a documentation session across ten organizations 30 days after the implementation of the new APH ECD content. The early
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section label</th>
<th>Data element</th>
<th>Evidence - Based Practice</th>
<th>Regulatory</th>
<th>Evidence from nursing Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 General information</td>
<td>Preferred spoken language</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a Interpretive services</td>
<td>Interpretation modality</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b Interpretive services</td>
<td>Interpreter services declined reason</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c Interpretive services</td>
<td>Interpreter staff/in-house</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1d Interpretive services</td>
<td>Interpreter name</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1e Interpretive services</td>
<td>Interpreter ID number</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1f Interpretive services</td>
<td>Interpreter agency name</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 General information</td>
<td>Preferred written language</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 General information</td>
<td>Preferred mode of communication</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 General information</td>
<td>Sensory deficits</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 General information</td>
<td>Sensory devices needed</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 General information</td>
<td>Sensory items at bedside</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 General information</td>
<td>Preferred name</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 General information</td>
<td>Admission information given by</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 General information</td>
<td>Pregnancy status (only for female patients)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Advance directives</td>
<td>Advance directive</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Advance directives</td>
<td>Patient wishes to receive further information on advance directives</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Recent travel history (Patient)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Recent travel location (Patient)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Family member travel history</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Family member recent travel location</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Infectious disease symptoms—20 Y/N answers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Tuberculosis risk factors—8 Y/N answers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Tuberculosis description</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Date of treatment for TB</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Verify droplet, contact isolation for Ebola</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Verify airborne, contact isolation for MERS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Infectious disease risk screening</td>
<td>Condition compromising immune system—22 selections</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Nutritional screening</td>
<td>Home diet</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Nutritional screening</td>
<td>Nutritional risk factors</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale</td>
<td>Have you wished you were dead or wished you could go to sleep and not wake up?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale</td>
<td>Since last asked, have you actually had any thoughts of killing yourself?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale</td>
<td>Since last asked, have you been thinking about how you might kill yourself?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale</td>
<td>Since last asked, have you had these thoughts and had some intention of acting on them?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale</td>
<td>Since last asked, have you started to work out or worked out the details of how to kill yourself? Do you intend to carry out this plan?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale</td>
<td>Since last asked, have you ever done anything, started to do anything, or prepared to do anything to end your life?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Educational needs/learning style</td>
<td>Barriers to learning</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
adopter organizations showed an average reduction of 2 minutes and 2 seconds, or a 30.6% reduction, in time spent completing one documentation session.

Documentation Clicks

Fig. 3 illustrates the total number of clicks, with an average percent change, to complete the admission history intake across ten organizations from baseline to 1-month post-implementation of the new APH ECD content. The average change was a reduction of 32% or 37 actual clicks. The range for the percent change in the number of clicks in a documentation session measured from +19 to −76%.

Discussion

Based on our evaluation, the use of the APH ECD is feasible. Documentation burden was reduced for most users based on decreased content, time, and the number of clicks. Documentation content decreased by an average of 48.5%. Time reduced by an average of 30.6%, and the number of clicks

---

**Table 1 (Continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section label</th>
<th>Data element</th>
<th>Evidence - Based Practice</th>
<th>Regulatory</th>
<th>Evidence from nursing Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 Educational needs/learning style</td>
<td>Patient learning style preference</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Visitors</td>
<td>Will anyone be staying with you while in the hospital?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 Visitors</td>
<td>Relationship to patient</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Visitors</td>
<td>Visitor Name</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 Visitors</td>
<td>Visitor restrictions (Y/N)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 Visitors</td>
<td>free-text comment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 Anticipated discharge needs</td>
<td>Discharge to</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional elements that are part of the longitudinal patient record and validated/captured by the RN as part of the Admission Intake process:

| Social history                        | Tobacco, alcohol, substance use, abuse and neglect, nutrition and diet | X |
| Allergies                              | Allergies                                                   | X |
| Home medications                      | Home medications and compliance                           | X |
| Immunizations                          | Influenza                                                   | X |

Abbreviations: MERS, Middle East respiratory syndrome; TB, tuberculosis.
reduced by 32%. Past informatics research and quality studies support the use of EHR system timers and event logs to measure the pre- and post-intervention changes in efficiency and quality of a defined clinical workflow into an EHR.\textsuperscript{10–12}

Organization F, a large Integrated Delivery Network (IDN), actually experienced an increase in the number of data elements, time per documentation session, and clicks per documentation session after implementing the APH ECD content (five element increase (5.1%); 17-second increase, (6.3%); 11 click increase, (19.2%). While content was removed from the adult acute inpatient admission intake, a social history tool for Meaningful Use 3 reporting for sexual orientation and gender identity was added to the inpatient documentation workflow. Clinical leadership at Organization F believes that over time documentation efficiency will increase because the social history documentation will carry

---

Fig. 2 Average total time to document: adult acute inpatient admission history baseline versus 30 days post APH ECD. APH ECD, Admission Patient History Essential Clinical Dataset.

Fig. 3 Average total clicks to document: adult acute inpatient admission history baseline versus 30 days post APH ECD. APH ECD, Admission Patient History Essential Clinical Dataset.
across patient encounters as clinicians in various venues contribute to the longitudinal record. The feasibility evaluation also identified best practices for implementing the APH ECD.

Collaborative members recognized that end-user input is a valuable step when adopting change, especially as it relates to the EHR. As such, one early adopter of the APH ECD used a shared governance model to solicit feedback on the proposed changes to current data captured on the admission history. This approach leveraged a standardized, repeatable process that did not require a formal setting to gather feedback, yet still provided a clear understanding of the proposed changes.

The feasibility assessment process used by early adopter organizations to implement the APH ECD provided a format that can be replicated by anyone adopting the APH ECD. The process is agnostic of the EHR vendor. Best practices for implementing a standard dataset include engaging staff from the clinical informatics department to complete a crosswalk of the APH ECD with the facility’s current admission history and intake form, reviewing each data element for alignment with the APH ECD, and considering information that is required to meet state regulations or local sentinel event action plans. Additional best practices include:

1. Validate that physical assessment data removed from the admission history and intake form is available for documentation within the physical assessment documentation section.
2. Convert the crosswalk into a presentation (recommend PowerPoint as this format can be presented to various sized audiences).
3. Explain the “why” (decreasing documentation burden and increasing workflow efficiencies during the admission history and intake process).
4. Outline the steps required for the review to ensure a consistent process.
5. Remind staff to “think outside the box” and ask themselves if the data elements:
   a. must be collected by an RN.
   b. Are essential regardless of what current hospital policy might currently dictate (unless it is a regulatory requirement).
   c. if necessary, is the admission process the correct workflow to gather the information.
6. Create screenshots of each section of the current admission history and intake form.
7. Using icons, designate the element with a:
   a. Green Checkmark—KEEP: corresponds to the APH ECD or is essential for the state, local, or sentinel event tracking.
   b. Red X—REMOVE: is collected by another health care provider or provides no value to the care of the patient.
   c. Purple Arrow—MOVE: to another more appropriate section of the EHR.
   d. Yellow Question Mark—QUESTION on workflow or a process review required before making the final decision.
8. Evaluate the downstream impact on clinical decision support rules, reports, and additional secondary use of the elements proposed for removal.
9. Identify and prepare champions who will share the documentation changes and gather feedback from bedside nurses who complete the admission history and intake form.
10. Establish a timeframe for the review process that allows the champion to speak with nurses from various shifts and different levels of experience.
11. If any nurse disagrees with a decision, ask for the rationale on why this information is essential to admission history and intake process.
12. Following the review process, meet with the champions to discuss the comments and feedback, taking any recommendation for changes to the proposed model back to the governance committee for final approval.

The review process represented a shared governance approach that allowed staff to contribute to the design and build (where and how to place data elements) to decrease documentation burden. Critical to the review process was the need to challenge the nurse’s traditional thinking on admission documentation requirements. For example, when staff questioned the various elements identified for removal, they were asked to explain why it was crucial to the care of the patient at the time of admission as well as the benefit of keeping the data as an essential element. Often, no clear justification other than “nurses have always documented this” could be provided. Once the change process was complete, nurses voiced excitement about the changes, appreciative of the time savings, and the elimination of duplicate documentation. The early adopter organization indicated that this response was very different from prior EHR changes when documentation elements were changed and or increased in number rather than focused on the elimination of documentation burden.

Interestingly, nursing leadership was more skeptical of the changes than the bedside nurse. Concerns were voiced that crucial elements of documentation needed to meet regulatory requirements would be missing. However, a post-implementation review of the documentation demonstrated no untoward effects or missing documentation. Since the initial implementation of the APH ECD, one early adopter organization has experienced two accreditation visits by TJC with no citations nor recommendations for improvement received.

The inpatient, medical-surgical adult population was the first specialty area selected to utilize the process of defining an APH ECD for admission. New ECD collaboratives have been organized to focus on pediatric patient admission and physical assessment, abbreviated adult admissions, such as 23-hour observation and preoperative or preprocedural admissions. The capture of data elements that are unique to a nursing specialty is deemed important. As an example, specialty ECD collaboratives for behavioral health and obstetric populations’ intake admission have been initiated. The adult critical care physical assessment is another venue of care where work has begun to define the ECD. Additionally, this process of generating
evidence from nursing-practice may be utilized by other EHR cohorts, inclusive of those outside of the U.S., as global professional nursing associations are publishing position statements regarding documentation. The Canadian Nurses Association and the Canadian Nursing Informatics Association published a joint position statement in March 2017 recognizing the need for “a standardized approach to nursing documentation in all clinical practice settings across Canada.” Australia unveiled the Nursing Informatics Position Paper on July 10, 2018, produced collaboratively by the Australian College of Nursing, Health Informatics Society of Australia, and its special interest group Nursing Informatics Australia. Element 7 states: “Nurse informaticians insist on the adoption of nationally agreed nursing data standards, data quality standards, and interoperability that allow the exchange of clinical information meaningfully across healthcare systems for improved data integration, information sharing, performance monitoring, data analytics, patient safety and quality.”

Study Limitation
The authors acknowledge that a convenience sample of organizations aligned with a single EHR vendor may be a limitation of the APH ECD. However, the process can be replicated and is vendor-neutral in its approach. Further, this project focused only on data elements collected by nursing at a particular time during a patient’s hospital stay.

Implications for Clinical Informatics Practice
Changes to documentation within the EHR have implications for accuracy, efficiency, user satisfaction, and workflow. Clinicians want assurance that technology supports and enables the care they provide instead of driving or defining their practice. Nurse leaders need assurance that time spent with technology, including the EHR, does not take the bedside nurse away from the patient any more than is necessary. The work completed by the APH ECD collaborative demonstrates a commitment to the delivery of high quality, safe patient care by decreasing documentation burden. Additionally, by using a clinically driven and data-driven process that leverages a shared governance structure of decision making, future requests for changes to the EHR will utilize these ECD concepts as the foundation for change control processes. The work is also an example of generating practice-based evidence from the EHR, complimenting work published by Embi and Payne that recognized the benefits of leveraging data collected through the delivery of health care to knowledge gathering processes.

Establishing the essential documentation components for the adult admission history and intake process ensures the efficient use of bedside nurses’ time by collecting the right essential information, collected by the right person (the professional RN) at the right time during the patient’s hospital stay. All these aspects contribute to the decrease in the burden of documentation.

This work lays the foundation for a repeatable process for defining data elements that are essential for documentation in other venues of care and other clinical documentation workflows. The APH ECD is EHR vendor-independent in its approach and applicable across all EHR platforms for defining the essential content. Due to its universal applicability, the APH ECD can serve as a foundation for not only U.S. standardization, but global and international efforts that are seeking to define a standard across a country or region.

Adopting APH ECD As the Standard
Now that the APH ECD has been defined and adopted in clinical settings across a broad set of clients and EHR platforms, we propose its adoption as the industry standard dataset that is mappable to Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) and SNOMED-CT terminologies/concepts. Once standards like the APH ECD are adopted and recognized, our profession can share data and begin to compare nursing practice, patient care outcomes, and clinical interventions across large national and international populations. Once the LOINC and SNOMED-CT mapping are complete, an analysis can be initiated to determine if additional data elements are present in these terminologies that should be included in the APH ECD. Even when adopted as a national standard, each organization will have to localize the APH ECD, or any dataset, to meet state and local requirements.

Applying the APH ECD approach to other clinical disciplines to reduce the burden of documentation for the entire care team is recommended and feasible, based on the results of this project. A practical collaborative opportunity for evaluation of datasets may be to assess satisfaction and burnout metrics published by KLAS Research. We propose that the implementation of the APH ECD and other strategies to reduce documentation burden before and after could prove beneficial in user satisfaction and burnout measurement. KLAS metrics are widely respected, and increasingly nursing focused.

Conclusion
Decreasing documentation burden and establishing documentation standards is critical to efficient workflows that support high-quality, safe patient care spanning nursing practice across the globe. These needs highlight the requirement for a standardized approach to nursing documentation. Through the work of this collaborative, a process for identifying essential clinical data elements using evidence-based practice, evidence from nursing practice, and regulatory requirements has been defined and tested by health care systems. This collaborative approach’s process and structure are replicable for other venues of care and patient populations.

The high degree of client and vendor partnership and collaboration on the APH ECD is a critical factor in the success of the APH ECD project. Without this partnership, the ability to extract and compare data in standardized formats poses significant challenges given the variation in information system processes between organizations. Identification of data requirements must happen before data elements can be mapped to standard terminologies and shared across platforms.

Clinical Relevance Statement
Clinical implications of implementing an essential clinical dataset (ECD) within any EMR benefit clinicians, clinical
informaticians, and the patient. Utilizing the proven methodology illustrated within the study serves informaticians in being able to get to a more efficient way of designing clinical documentation within EMRs. Additionally, the ECD supports clinicians in that there is time saved with a decrease in redundant documentation, and ultimately, our patients benefit, as clinicians will have more time at the bedside to serve them, and therefore affect clinical outcomes.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. The approach used to define the Essential Clinical Dataset (ECD) was:
   b. Evidence-based practice, regulatory and evidence from nursing practice.
   c. Data-driven, regulatory and evidence from nursing practice.
   d. Regulatory, consensus-based model, and quality framework.

   **Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option b. Defining the ECD required a systematic approach to determining what elements of documentation are required for collection by the Registered Nurse during the admission process. Three areas consistently influenced this practice; evidence-based practice, regulatory requirements, and evidence from nursing practice.

2. Leveraging data collected through the delivery of health care to improve health care is an example of using:
   a. Data-driven decision making.
   b. Evidence from nursing practice.
   c. Evidence-based practice.
   d. Consensus driven care.

   **Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option b. Leveraging data gathered through clinically driven and data-driven processes, provides the knowledge and understanding required to identify evidence from nursing practice. Evidence from nursing practice is cited as a vital element of learning health systems, supports workflow efficiencies, unnecessary documentation elements, and improves the overall delivery of health care.

3. Which of the following countries have published position statements for the standardization of nursing assessments:
   a. United States of America
   b. Canada
   c. Australia
   d. All of the above

   **Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option d. National nursing organization in the United States, Canada, and Australia have published position papers on the need to standardize nursing assessments to drive quality and safety in the delivery of care. This recognition highlights the importance of defining an essential clinical dataset. As such, the admission history ECD defined by this collaborative provides foundational work for establishing standardized nursing assessments.

4. The feasibility of the Essential Clinical Dataset demonstrated a reduced burden of documentation via the following results:
   a. Reduction in number of clicks.
   b. Reduction in time to document the Adult Admission History.
   c. Reduction in the total number of questions on the Adult Admission History.
   d. All of the above.

   **Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option d. An average reduction in the total number of questions, time, and clicks to complete the APH ECD was the result from early adopter cohorts which is supported by all for the reduction in the burden to nursing documentation.
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